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On the Effects of Distributed Electric Vehicle
Network Utility Maximization in Low Voltage
Feeders
Jose Rivera and Hans-Arno Jacobsen
Abstract—The fast charging of Electric Vehicles (EVs) in
distribution networks requires real-time EV charging control
to avoid the overloading of grid components. Recent studies
have proposed congestion control protocols, which result from
distributed optimization solutions of the Network Utility Maxi-
mization (NUM) problem. While the NUM formulation allows the
definition of distributed computations with closed form solutions,
its simple model does not account for many of the feeders
operational constraints. This puts the resulting control algorithms
effectiveness into question. In this paper, we investigate the
impact of implementing such algorithms for congestion control in
low voltage feeders. We review the latest NUM based algorithms
for real-time EV charging control, and evaluate their behavior
and impact on the comprehensive IEEE European Low Voltage
Test Feeder. Our results show that the EV NUM problem can
effectively capture the relevant operational constraints, as long
as ampacity violations are the main bottleneck. Moreover, the
results demonstrate an advantage of the primal NUM solution
over the more conventional dual NUM solution in preventing a
system overload.
Index Terms—Distributed optimization, electric vehicles, dis-
tribution grid modeling, smart grid.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE Electric Vehicle (EV) numbers are expected toincrease significantly in the coming years [1]. If
EVs become prevalent, their charging will cause a huge
load increase, which, without control, could destabilize
distribution grids [2]–[5]. The reason for this is that the
power consumption of an EV charger can be up to 5-10 times
the average power consumption of a common household
[6], [7]. The added load of charging a large number of EVs
would exceed the capacity that the distribution grid was
designed to support, i.e., 20-30% above peak load [8]. One
solution to this problem is to upgrade the distribution grid
in order to handle the load increase. This, however, comes
at a high cost and would slow down EV adoption. A more
efficient solution is to use Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) to control EV charging. The challenge of
this approach results from the large number of EVs and their
unknown spatial distribution. Furthermore, the distribution
grid’s state is highly dynamic and, if renewable energy is
present, difficult to predict. Thus, there is growing interest
in developing a distributed system for the control of EV
charging, that can adapt quickly to the fast dynamics of
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the grid, allows for local decision making of the individual
devices, and globally optimizes the operation of the entire
system [9].
This article considers the use of Network Utility Maximiza-
tion (NUM) distributed optimization algorithms for real-time
EV charging control. In our scenario it is assumed that EVs
want to charge as fast as possible. Hence, the goal is to
maximize the EVs charging rate while preventing an overload
of the grid and a subsequent blackout. A blackout can only be
avoided, if we are able to react within milliseconds, to prevent
the triggering of protection devices (usually around 200 ms
after an overload). The NUM formulation allows the definition
of highly efficient distributed control algorithms. Nontheless,
its simple network constraints do not include many of the
physical and operational constraints of distribution networks.
Therefore, a comprehensive evaluation of the effects that the
implementation of such algorithms would have on a realistic
low voltage feeder is required.
The use of the NUM formulation for real-time EV charging
control was first proposed in [10], [11], where the dual decom-
position approach is used to obtain a distributed optimization
algorithm. However, evaluations in [12] showed that the dual
solution algorithm suffers from stability and scalability issues.
To address these issues, we proposed a novel solution based on
primal decomposition and analyzed its dynamic behavior for
real-time EV charging control in [13], [14]. Nevertheless, an
evaluation of the scalability of both dual and primal solutions
is missing, as well as a comprehensive comparisson of both
algorithms. Moreover, since the NUM formulation does not
consider grid constraints, such as maximal voltage variations,
a much needed evaluation of the impact of both algorithms on
a realistic low voltage feeder is required. In this article, we
extend our original work and provide a comprehensive com-
parison of the primal and dual EV NUM solution algorithms.
We focus on evaluating the scalability and reliability of both
algorithms in static and dynamic scenarios. Most importantly,
we evaluate the effect of implementing both algorithms for
real-time EV charging control using comprehensive 3-phase
power flow simulations on the IEEE European Low Voltage
Test Feeder.
This paper complements existing research in the area of
real-time EV charging control in the following ways:
1) We provide a coherent exposition of the EV NUM dual
and primal decomposition approaches and outline their
key characteristics with respect to actual deployment.
22) We provide a comprehensive evaluation of the scalability
and reliability of the different EV NUM solution algo-
rithms for the IEEE European Low Voltage Test Feeder.
3) We demonstrate with theoretical analysis and compre-
hensive experiments that the primal algorithm outper-
forms the dual algorithm in scalability and reliability.
4) We show that the NUM formulation can effectively be
used to formulate EV charging control algorithms in low
voltage feeders where ampacity constraints are the main
bottleneck.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section III,
we formulate the EV NUM problem. The primal and dual
decomposition solutions are introduced in Section IV. Our
scalability and reliability evaluations based on the IEEE Eu-
ropean Low Voltage Test Feeder are presented in Section V
and a short discussion on the EV NUM formulation and the
algorithms’ applicability is carried out in Section VI. Finally,
Section VII provides our conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
The main challenge of real-time EV charging is the
short time available to deliver a control response. The time
range to avoid a fault in the distribution grid is usually
in the hundreds of milliseconds [8]. Some approaches to
avoid the violation of grid constraints by controlling EV
charging under real-time requirements have been proposed
in the literature. In [15], an EV charging desynchronization
approach to prevent too many charging EVs from overloading
the grid is proposed. Similarly, in [16], an AIMD1-like
control approach is proposed to avoid grid overloading.
Although both approaches prevent grid overloading, they do
not guarantee an optimal use of the available infrastructure.
Hence, the power infrastructure is underutilized and the EVs’
charging speed is reduced. In contrast to these approaches,
we focus on the optimal use of the available infrastructure.
We consider the use of optimization-based approaches and
propose distributed optimization algorithms to cope with the
real-time requirements.
Several studies have used distributed optimization tech-
niques to design scalable EV charging control algorithms: In
[17], the valley filling problem is solved using a distributed
subgradient approach. The authors of [18] use the Alternat-
ing Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) for the load
balancing of EVs at charging stations. In [19], the authors
compare the use of several distributed optimization algorithms
for the valley filling problem. We proposed a general frame-
work that supports several EV aggregator control objectives
in [20], [21]. Nevertheless, all of the mentioned approaches
are multiperiod optimizations, which in order to provide EV
congestion control would require very accurate predictions of
the EVs’ location, charging requirements and the state of the
grid. Such predictions are extremely challenging for a single
low voltage feeder and can be highly inaccurate for individual
EVs. An alternative, is to consider the solution of a single
1The additive-increase/multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) algorithm is a feed-
back control algorithm best known for its use in TCP Congestion Avoidance.
period optimization problem based on the current state of
the system. The lack of prediction, however, requires very
fast control responses to cope with the highly dynamic state
changes of the power grid. This makes real-time EV charging
a challenging time critical application.
A promising approach comes from the related problem of
congestion control in communication networks and its imple-
mentation for real-time EV charging control is shown in [11],
where the EV charging problem is formulated as a NUM,
and dual decomposition is used to solve the problem. The
NUM formulation defines an instantaneous problem. Hence,
no prediction is required. Moreover, thanks to the simplicity
of the NUM formulation the resulting algorithm is highly
efficient. However, the proposed dual decomposition solution
suffers from scalability problems, as the method can become
unstable or in some situations may not adapt quickly enough
to the grid dynamics [12]. To improve scalability and stability,
we proposed a novel primal algorithm for the general NUM
problem in [13] and provided mathematical proof for its
convergence to the optimal result under static conditions. Later
in [14], we derived a primal decomposition based real-time EV
charging control algorithm and analyzed its behavior under
dynamic conditions. Nevertheless, an analysis that compares
the scalability of both algorithms and also evaluates their im-
pact when implemented in a realistic distribution grid setting
was missing. In this paper, we consolidate our previous work
and contribute a comprehensive comparison of the dual and
primal EV NUM distributed optimization algorithms. We use
the comprehensive IEEE European Low Voltage Test Feeder
and conduct experiments on the behavior, scalability, and grid
impact of both algorithms. This realistic distribution grid anal-
ysis is a significantly larger and more representative use case
compared to the state-of-the-art. Since the NUM formulation
does not consider losses and voltage constraints, the evaluation
presented in this paper represents a vital contribution to NUM
based real-time EV charging control.
III. EV NETWORK UTILITY MAXIMIZATION (NUM)
We formulate the real-time EV charging control problem as
a Network Utility Maximization (NUM) problem (cf. [22]),
where the objective is to maximize the utility of the network
users while respecting the users’ and the network’s constraints.
In our application, the users are the EV chargers and the
network constraints are set by the maximal available loading
of the grid devices. In contrast to the standard NUM problem,
our formulation has a maximal bound on the users’ rate that
represents the maximum charging rate of the EVs.
The EV NUM problem considers a distribution network
composed of grid devices represented by a set P = {1, . . . ,M}
of directed links with a finite capacity given by the vector
c = [cl ]l∈P . This capacity is the maximum possible loading,
i.e., the maximum loading minus the current load caused by
all uncontrollable loads. The EV chargers are represented by
set V = {1, . . . ,N}. Our optimization variables are the EV
charging rates denoted by the non-negative charging vector
x = [xi]i∈V . The maximum charging rate of the EV chargers
are represented by the vector x = [xi]i∈V . The energy flow to
3each EV charger traverses several grid devices before reaching
its destination. We define this as the route to the EV charger.
The capacity constraints at the grid devices can be expressed
in vector form as Rx ≤ c, where R is the routing matrix of
dimension M×N:
Rli =
{
1 if l is on the route to i
0 otherwise.
(1)
For each EV charger i, we consider the utility function
Ui(xi) =wi log(xi), where wi > 0 is a weight parameter that can
be used to set priorities, e.g., to allow some EVs to always
charge at higher rates than others. The weighted logarithm
utility function is used in order to obtain a proportionally fair
allocation of the available resources [23], i.e., the logarithmic
utility function assures that each EV charger receives at least
a minimal amount of charging rate, because if xi = 0, then the
utility of the EV is U(0) = −∞. With these definitions, the
EV NUM problem can be formulated as follows:
Problem 1. The EV NUM problem
minimize
x
∑Ni=1−wi log(xi)
subject to Rx ≤ c
0≤ x ≤ x
(2)
IV. DISTRIBUTED EV NUM SOLUTION
In the following we use dual decomposition and primal de-
composition to formulate distributed optimization algorithms
that solve the EV NUM problem.
A. Dual decomposition solution
To formulate the dual decomposition algorithm we first
define EV NUM’s Lagrangian:
L(x,λ ) =
N
∑
i=1
−wilog(xi)+λ
T (Rx− c), (3)
where λ = [λl ]l∈P is the vector of Lagrangian multipliers, also
known as dual variables. Then, we decompose the optimization
problem into two sub-problems, of which the first optimizes
the Lagrangian function with respect to the primal variables x,
and the second one with respect to the dual variables λ . The
sub-problems are linked via mutual updates of the x and λ
variables in an iterative process. The resulting dual algorithm
is:
xk+1 = argmin
0≤x≤x
L(x,λ k) (4)
λ k+1 = argmax
λ≥0
L(xk+1,λ ), (5)
where k is the iteration index. The 0≤ x ≤ x condition in the
x-update (4) results from the original EV NUM problem defi-
nition and the λ ≥ 0 condition in the λ -update (5) results from
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. The x-update (4)
has an analytic solution, which can be obtained by setting
the partial derivative of (3) with respect to xi to zero, solving
for xi, and then projecting this value onto 0 ≤ xi ≤ xi. The
λ -update has no analytic solution, thus, a gradient projection
method to approximate the solution is used. The result is a dual
decomposition algorithm solving the NUM problem, which
can be written for each element of x and λ as follows:
xk+1i = min
{
wi
RTi λ
k
,xi
}
, (6)
λ k+1l = max
{
λ kl +κ(Rlx− cl),0
}
, (7)
where Ri is the i-th column and Rl the l-th row of routing
matrix R and κ ≥ 0 is the step size of the gradient projection
method. The dual decomposition solution is summarized in
Algorithm 1. The EV NUM dual algorithm only guarantees
satisfaction of constraints Rx < c upon convergence.
Algorithm 1: EV NUM dual decomposition algorithm
k = 0
while true do
1) EV charger updates charging rate
for i = {1, . . . ,N} do
xk+1i =min
{
wi
RTi λ
k ,xi
}
2) Network devices update price
for l = {1, . . . ,M} do
λ k+1l =max
{
λ kl +κ(Rlx− cl),0
}
3) Check for convergence
if ||λ k+1−λ k||2 ≤ εd then
break
k = k+ 1
1) Convergence: The convergence criteria for dual decom-
position is given by the following condition:
||λ k+1−λ k||2 ≤ εd , (8)
where εd > 0 is the convergence parameter. According to [11]
the convergence of the algorithm is guaranteed if
0< κ ≤
2
xmaxLN
, (9)
where xmax = maxxi is the maximum charging rate across
all EV chargers, L = maxi ∑l Rli is the maximum number of
constrained network devices being used by any EV charger,
and N = maxl Rli is equivalent to the maximum number of
EV chargers using any network device. The condition in
Eq. 9 defines a theoretical upper bound for the step size
value. Beyond this value, stability is not guaranteed, and the
algorithm could become unstable with oscillating EV charging
rates.
2) Interpretation: The dual decomposition algorithm can be
seen as an incentive-based control approach. In Algorithm 1,
the dual variables λ can be regarded as prices that the network
devices define to users for the use of the available resources.
These prices in turn influence the charging rate of the EVs.
Hence, the algorithm iteratively modifies prices based on the
users response and converges towards an optimal price that
maximizes the EVs’ utility without violating grid constraints.
B. Primal decomposition solution
We now consider a primal decomposition solution algo-
rithm. The advantage of this approach is that it results in an
4algorithm that has the anytime property, i.e., the results on each
iteration are feasible. To formulate a primal decomposition
solution, we first modify the original problem to include an
upper bound for each EV charger, which we call budget. With
b = [bi]i∈V as the vector of the EV chargers’ budgets, we
introduce a new set of primal variables and reformulate the
problem as follows:
Problem 2. EV NUM with budgets
minimize
x,b
∑Ni=1−wilog(xi)
subject to x ≤ b
Rb ≤ c
0≤ x ≤ x
(10)
In [13] we provided a mathematical proof, which confirms
that the solution of the EV NUM problem with budgets is
equivalent to the solution of the original EV NUM problem.
Hence, we can implement primal decomposition on the EV
NUM problem with budgets to obtain a distributed primal
algorithm that solves the original EV NUM problem. We
define the Lagrangian of Problem 2 as follows:
L(x,b,µ) =
N
∑
i=1
−wilog(xi)+ µ(x− b), (11)
where µ = [µi]i∈V is the vector of the Lagrangian variables.
The primal decomposition results in a formulation consisting
of two sub-problems. The first one optimizes over a set of
the primal variables x, the second one over the other set of
the primal variables b. The resulting primal algorithm is as
follows:
(xk+1,µk+1) = argmax
µ≥0
argmin
0≤x≤ x
L(x,bk,µ) (12)
bk+1 = argmin
Rb≤c
L(xk+1,b,µk+1) (13)
In the x-update in Eq. 12, the µ ≥ 0 conditions result from
the KKT conditions of the dual variables, and the 0 ≤ x ≤ x
conditions result from the original EV NUM problem. In the
b-update provided in Eq. 13, the Rb≤ c conditions result from
the EV NUM problem with budgets.
The x-update in Eq. 12 has an analytic solution, which can
be written for each of its elements as
xk+1i = min{b
k
i ,xi}, (14)
µk+1i =
{
0 if xk+1i = x
wi
xk+1i
otherwise. (15)
The b-update provided by Eq. 13 can be solved using a
gradient projection method as explained in [24]. However, this
approach would require the current available loading cl of all
network devices to be sent to a central location in each itera-
tion. In a large distribution grid, this would cause significant
communication overhead. Therefore, we use the sequential
projections method described in [25] together with gradient
descent, which results in a gradient sequential projection
method. In our approach, we first update the budgets using the
gradient descent method and thereafter sequentially project the
updated budgets onto the constraint of each network device.
Algorithm 2: EV NUM primal decomposition algorithm
k = 0
while true do
1) EV charger updates charging rate
for i = {1, . . . ,N} do
xk+1i =min{b
k
i ,xi}
if xk+1i = xi then
µk+1i = 0
else
µk+1i =
wi
xk+1i
2) Network devices update budgets
bk+1 = bk + γµk+1
3) Check for convergence
if ||bk+1− bk||2 ≤ εp then
break
4) Budgets are projected to network constraints
for l = {1, . . . ,M} do
if Rlb
k+1 > cl then
bk+1 = bk+1+(cl −Rlb
k+1)RTl /||Rl||
2
2
k = k+ 1
The sequential projections method for the b-update can be
written as follows:
bk+1 = PCM{. . .PC2{PC1{b
k + γµk+1}} . . .}, (16)
where γ > 0 is the gradient step size, P is a projection operator,
and Cl is the constraint set defined as:
Cl = {b| Rlb ≤ cl}, (17)
where Rl is the l-th row of the routing matrix R.
The projections defined in Eq. 16 are all projections onto
a halfplane, which have an analytic solution [26]. Hence, in
(16) each constrained network device l = 1, . . . ,M, modifies
the budgets as follows:
bk+1 =
{
bk+1, if Rlb
k+1 ≤ cl
bk+1+(cl −Rlb
k+1)RTl /||Rl ||
2
2, otherwise.
(18)
The resulting primal decomposition solution is summarized
in Algorithm 2. The EV NUM primal algorithm guarantees
that the resulting charging rates for EVs are feasible on each
iteration, i.e., Rx < c for all k.
1) Convergence: The convergence criteria for the EV NUM
primal algorithm is given by the following threshold condition:
||bk+1− bk||2 ≤ εp, (19)
where εp > 0 is the convergence threshold.
In [13] we provide a mathematical proof for the converge
of the algorithm to within a distance of K2γ/2 from the
optimal solution, where K is the Lipschitz constant of the
value function of the b-update problem in Eq. 13 and γ is
the algorithm step size. This result reveals that the algorithm’s
stability does not depend on step size.
52) Interpretation: The primal decomposition algorithm can
be seen as a budget-based control approach. In Algorithm 2,
the network devices define budgets b as upper bounds for the
charging rate of the EVs. The EVs in turn report their marginal
benefits µ to a single centralized location that updates the
budgets. The primal algorithm updates the budgets based on
the users’ marginal benefit and also sequentially projects the
updated budgets onto the network devices contraints in order
to gurantee fesibility. This iterative process converges to the
optimal budget values that maximize the EVs’ utility without
violating the grid constraints. The primal distributed solution
guarantees that the constraints of the EV NUM problem are
feasible on each iteration, such that the produced control
values can be used on each iteration without the risk of
overloading the system.
V. EVALUATION
We have conducted three experiments to evaluate the dual
and primal EV NUM solution algorithms. The first experiment
evaluates the scalability and convergence of both algorithms
under static conditions. The second experiment looks at the
behavior of both algorithms under dynamic conditions. Finally,
the third experiment shows the impact that both algorithms
have on the voltages and currents of a distribution grid. The
source code and data of all our experiments can be found
online 2.
All our experiments are based on the IEEE European Low
Voltage Test Feeder [27]. Our evaluation grid, shown in Fig.
1, is a three-phase radial distribution feeder at the voltage
level of 416 V (phase-to-phase) with a total of 906 buses, 905
lines, and 55 loads. All relevant data for our experiments are
available on the test case data, with the exception of the lines’
ampacity. Thus, we define the ampacity based on empirical
data of similar standard test networks [28]. The ampacity
values used in our evaluations are summarized in Table I. We
assume that each load has one EV charger with a maximal
charging capacity of 20 kW (3-phase). We also assume that the
EVs start arriving at 5 p.m. according to a Poisson distribution
with arrival rate of 1 per minute. Furthermore, the EVs are
assumed to be fully discharged upon arrival and wishing to be
fully charged to their maximal capacity of 24 kWh.
To formulate the EV NUM optimization problem, we as-
sume constant voltages. Hence, our optimization variables x
are the currents that the EV chargers draw from the network.
The maximum available capacity of the network devices c
is defined by the lines’ ampacity minus the current drawn
by the loads. The maximum charging rate x is given by the
maximum charging current of the EV chargers. Without loss of
generality, we assume that all EVs have the same importance,
i.e., wi = 1.
To make use of the EV NUM formulation, one needs to
assume a constant voltage, because if voltage is constant,
then the main network constraints are the line ampacity
limits, which are linear and can be expressed with the NUM
formulation Rx< c, see also [10]–[14]. While omitting voltage
constraints is risky, as our evaluations will show, the NUM
2github.com/chepeadan/EVNUM
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Fig. 1: IEEE European Low Voltage Test Feeder.
TABLE I: Power line ampacity used in evaluation.
Line code name Ampacity (A)
2c .007 56
2c .0225 83
2c 16 83
35 SAC XSC 110
4c .06 210
4c .1 560
4c .35 210
4c 185 405
4c 70 560
4c 95 SAC XC 180
model offers a good approximation, when ampacity violations
happen before voltage violations. In such cases, the NUM
formulation offers a good trade-off between model accuracy
and the required simplicity to design distributed algorithms
that can respond in the millisecond time scale.
A. Static evaluation
We evaluate the convergence of the dual and primal EV
NUM algorithm for different step size values and consider
the scalability behavior of both algorithms for different num-
bers of EVs and varying grid size. The static evaluation is
characterized by constant optimization parameters, i.e., the
parameters of the EV NUM problem don’t change over time.
The static case is the result of the fixed loads having a constant
value, which leads to a constant maximal available loading of
the devices c. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
network is single phase for the static experiments. Hence, the
size parameters for our EV NUM problem are N = 55 and
M = 905. A centralized solution of the EV NUM problem is
used as a reference for the optimal result.
The convergence experiment results for the dual algorithm
in Fig 2a show that the dual algorithm becomes unstable when
the step size is too large (κ = 0.0001). To avoid instability, a
theoretical upper bound for the step size value was defined in
Section IV-A1, which guarantees dual algorithm convergence
(κ = 3.619e− 8). Nonetheless, the theoretical upper bound is
usually too conservative and a stable and faster step size can
be used, e.g., κ = 1e− 05.
6The convergence results for the primal algorithm in Fig. 3a
show that the primal algorithm does not become unstable and
converges within an increasing distance to the optimum with
increasing step size. Hence, our experimental results for the
primal algorithm confirm the theoretical behavior discussed in
Section IV-B1 and demonstrate that the primal algorithm does
not suffer from the instability issues of the dual algorithm.
To compare the scalability of both algorithms, we look at
their convergence behavior as the EV NUM problem size
parameters vary and measure the number of iterations required
to reach 95% convergence. First, we modify N from 10 to 50 in
increments of 10, which is equivalent to changing the number
of EVs in the network. Then, we modify M from 100 to 900 in
increments of 100, which is equivalent to modifying the size of
the network. The results in Fig 2b and Fig 2c reveal that the
dual algorithm is highly sensitive to changes in the number
of EVs and grid size. In contrast, the results for the primal
algorithm in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c show that its convergence
behavior remains almost constant for changes in the problem
size parameters. Hence, our experiments reveal that the primal
algorithm is less sensitive to variations in problem size and
therefore offers significant scalability advantages over the dual
algorithm. Moreover, unlike the primal algorithm, the dual
algorithm does not guarantee feasible control values on each
iteration, which increases the chance of a blackout. While the
computation time of both algorithms can be neglected (close
form solutions), both require communication on each iteration.
If we assume a maximal communication delay of 20 ms per
iteration and a minimal protection tripping time of 200 ms,
then to guarantee a feasible control values, the dual algorithm
would need to converge in less than 10 iterations, which is
well bellow the actual number of iterations required by the
dual algorithm in our results.
B. Dynamic evaluation
In the dynamic evaluation, we consider the load dynamics,
which cause the maximal available network load c to change
over time. We make use of the load shapes included in the
IEEE European Low Voltage Test Feeder data, which are time
series with a one-minute time resolution over 24 hours. The
dual and primal algorithm are implemented in one-minute
resolution, i.e., on each iteration of the algorithms the maximal
available load of the devices c change. We use a step size of
0.00001 for the dual algorithm and 1 for the primal algorithm.
The problem size parameters for our three-phase evaluation
network are N = 55 and M = 3 ·905.
Fig. 4 shows the results of the EV NUM optimization with
the dual and the primal algorithm for the main power line.
The result for the dual algorithm in Fig. 4a shows that the
maximum load condition of the line is violated as soon as EVs
start to arrive. This result is expected, since the dual algorithm
does not offer any guarantees that the network constraints Rx<
c will be fulfilled during runtime. To avoid overloading of the
devices, the dual algorithm needs to be given enough time to
come close to convergence. Hence, the dual control algorithm
would need to be implemented at a higher frequency.
The result for the primal algorithm in Fig. 4b shows the
desired behavior for real-time EV control: The algorithm
makes maximum use of the network without overloading it.
As explained in Section IV-B2, the primal algorithm has the
anytime property, which guarantees that the constraints of
the EV NUM problem are fulfilled on each iteration. The
anytime property gives the primal algorithm an advantage over
the dual algorithm, because we don’t need to provide the
algorithm with enough iterations in order to guarantee control
values that respect the network constraints. Hence, the primal
algorithm can be implemented at a lower frequency than the
dual algorithm.
C. Effects on a distribution network
To evaluate the effects of EV charging on the IEEE Euro-
pean Low Voltage Test Feeder, we conduct simulations using
GridLab-D [29]. First, we evaluate the effect of charging the
EVs without control for different charging rates. The results in
Fig. 5a reveal that our evaluation grid can support the charging
of EVs with a maximum charging power of 4 kW without
any charging control. However, for a charging power of 7
kW, we start to see ampacity and voltage violations. With
a charging power of 20 kW, we also see violations of the
transformer’s maximal loading. Hence, real-time EV charging
control is required to allow higher charging powers than 4 kW
and make better use of the grid’s capacity without violating
its constraints. This experiment also revealed that for this
particular feeder ampacity violations happen before voltage
violations as the charging power of the EVs increases.
We evaluated the impact of the EV NUM dual and primal
algorithms on the grid by running simulations using the load
results of our dynamic evaluation in Section V-B. Fig. 5b
demonstrates that the dual algorithm violates the network
constraints, whereas the primal algorithm is able to guarantee
charging rates that remain within the network constraints. Our
GridLab-D simulation results match the behavior obtained
in Section V-B with the EV NUM formulation. Hence, our
experiments show that the EV NUM problem can capture
the relevant constraints to design an effective real-time EV
control algorithm for distribution grids, where the ampacity
violations are the limiting factor. Moreover, this result clearly
demonstrates the effectiveness of the primal algorithm for real-
time EV charging control.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. EV NUM for real-time EV charging control
The EV NUM problem formulation offers a simplified
model for the real-time EV charging problem. The goal of
using EV NUM is to capture the simplest form of the real-time
EV charging problem that still encompasses the relevant fea-
tures required to design a distributed control algorithm. Several
arguments can be made for the use of a more comprehensive
model. However, more complex formulations do not allow the
formulation of efficient distributed algorithms, that can cope
with the real-time requirements. Another argument in favor of
the simple EV NUM model is that more complex models need
more network data. When it comes to massive application of
the control algorithm, it is not certain that accurate network
data of the distribution grids is available. In fact, the accuracy
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Fig. 2: EV NUM dual algorithm static behavior (each iteration ∼ 20 ms)
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Fig. 3: EV NUM primal algorithm static behavior (each iteration ∼ 20 ms)
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Fig. 5: EV charging effects on the IEEE European Low Voltage Test Feeder.
8and even the availability of accurate distribution network
models is known to be an issue [30]. Therefore, we consider
that the EV NUM problem formulation can be an alternative
to more complex models with higher computational demands
and that require highly accurate network data.
B. Dual vs primal EV NUM
Our evaluations have shown that the primal algorithm has an
advantage over the dual algorithm regarding both scalability
and reliability. The scalability advantage results from the
stability issues of the dual algorithm. Our static evaluations
in Section V-A confirm that the dual algorithm’s stability
depends on the step size. As explained in Section IV-A1, the
theoretical maximum stable step size is inversely proportional
to the number of EVs and the size of the distribution grid.
Hence, as the size of the problem increases, the step size must
be reduced to guarantee stability, which in turn increases the
number of iterations required to reach convergence. The primal
algorithm does not need to reduce its step size as the problem
size increases and therefore scales better to larger problems.
Regarding the reliability advantage, our dynamic evaluations
of Section V-B show that the dual algorithm requires a
higher update frequency than the primal algorithm to avoid
the violation of grid constraints. The reliability advantage of
the primal algorithm comes from its anytime property, which
guarantees that the problem constraints are satisfied on each
iteration.
Nevertheless, the dual algorithm might be the preferred
option when the problem size is relatively small and minor
violations of the grid constraints are permitted. The experi-
ments in Section V-C clearly show that the dual algorithm
allows the EVs to charge faster at the cost of grid constraint
violations.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes the use of the NUM formulation
to formally design real-time EV charging control protocols,
compares the resulting dual and primal distributed solution
algorithms and provides a comprehensive evaluation of their
impact when implemented on the IEEE European Low Voltage
Test Feeder. Our experimental evaluation demonstrates the
effectiveness of the NUM formulation to model networks
where the ampacity constraints are the main bottleneck. Our
results also show that the primal algorithm outperforms the
dual algorithm regarding scalability and reliability.
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